Fishing Downunder
By Eddy Chong (eddychongks@gmail.com)

The Swains Reef

Great Barrier Reef. Australia
The World’s Best
Fishing Playground

T

he Great Barrier Reef (GBR) Australia
is the world’s largest reef system,
stretching over 2600 kilometres. It is one
of the very few structures on earth that can
be seen from outer space. More than 1500
species of fish live on the reef, accounting for
more than 10% of the world’s fish species. 01
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ast year, a friend (Chye) emailed me about
a fishing trip to the GBR, the Swains Reef
to be exact, located at the southernmost
part of the GBR. It is approximately 250
kilometres off Gladstone, Queensland,
Australia. Seeing it as a golden opportunity
not to be missed, I immediately confirmed my
participation. This was in May 2013 and the
trip was a year later, June 2014.
I cannot recall myself confirming anything
so quickly, well in advance!
I have stopped fishing completely for
nearly 20 years, having fished in and off shore
around the country and abroad including
Australia, but never seen the world-renowned
Great Barrier Reef before. The vision of seeing
The Great Barrier Reef has always been just
a part of my dream, having learned about it
during my early school days.
This trip is not about trophy fishing for the
1,000 pound black marlins that roam the reefs,
nor going for the 200-metre deep water that
requires 1 kilo weights and electric reels for
bottom-fishing. It’s a complete fishing package
for prized eating fishes which in this region
can grow to monster sizes! Best of all, your
catch will be filleted and quick-frozen so that
you can fly home with only the best quality
fillets, minus the heads, bones and tails.
I flew in to Sydney a week before the
actual trip, getting to meet up with a few
fellow anglers and participating in some last
minute preparation. There were four of us that
were to head north for Gladstone QLD on a
1,600 kilometres car ride, towing along a newly
made trailer just for this trip by Billy. The other
two were my friends, Chye and Charlie.
We drove off from Sydney at 3am on a
cold Thursday morning.
Our mother boat MV Night Crossing is a
beautiful purpose built fully air conditioned
spacious vessel, with comfortable dining and
bar entertainment area. The fishing area is
spacious with walk around decks, open stern
and walk on walk off fishing platform. It is
80 feet long and sleeps two to a room with
adjoining bathroom.
The best part is that MV Night Crossing
carries with her 6 (unbelievable!) 5-metre
dories with outboard motor for our daily fishing
use! You can troll, GT popping, jig and fish
anywhere on the reefs to your heart’s content!
You will never feel cramped on this charter.
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01.The crews wasted no time to have the dories
ready for our use. 02.Mother boat MV Night
Crossing, one of the most comfortable purpose
built Charter vessels to fish The Swains.
03.To see new shades of blue and green
after 250 kilometres out in the open sea is a
welcome sight. 04.Fishing from a comfortable
dory 250 kilometres from the nearest mainland,
how much closer can you return to nature! It
is like fishing in an aquarium, you can actually
see fishes below. Big fish!
04
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Day 1

We took to the sea at 4pm and before
long a sumptuous dinner of assorted cold
meat, prawns, salad and garlic bread was
served. The crew introduced themselves
while we ate and they were all young and very
friendly. After dinner, most of us went to bed
early.
We arrived at The Swains Reef just
before sunrise the next morning and a
sumptuous breakfast of juice, cereals, bacon
and eggs were served. Next, we were taken
to the front of the mother boat and the skipper
showed and described what to expect and
how best to fish the reefs while pointing out to
the beautiful shades of depths, coral and dropoffs, blue holes, sand pits and the awesome
deep water.
Immediately the dories were lowered
down to the water and we boarded 3 to a dory.
It was a really magical sight with water so
clear that we could see fishes down to almost
50 metres.
The three of us found a coral patch,
anchored and started fishing. Immediately we
got non-stop bites. It’s not like the over fished
reefs where the bites start with small fishes.
It’s a hit and run adrenalin pumping start. The
red lip emperors were the most ferocious,
taking hard heavy bites.
With quick response, you have a good
chance of landing some good size table fish.
Otherwise, you can expect your line to
go tearing and break off on the sharp corals.
I have to add that our drags are at max to
minimize such runs.
So far we hadn’t managed to bring up
any of this line peeling shocker, they could be
sharks or GTs or even huge groupers. But then
again, the priced table fish here that we were
targeting could be monster size, like 25kg or
more for coral trout, emperors and even tusk
fish and wrasses.
The Spanish mackerel will take your bait
without hesitation, and quite often if you are
using a lighter gear, there is no chance to stop
them at all! Without wire trace, very unlikely.
Before long we landed a box full of coral
trout, red lip emperors, tusk fish and spangled
emperor.
Before you know it, it’s time to return to
mother boat for lunch. The deckies wasted
no time and started to fillet the
morning’s catch. All it took were
generally four slices with the super
sharp filleting knife and two chunks of
fillets will be in the snap freezer. The head
and bone will be flicked right over the back of
the mother boat! That alone can weigh a few
kilos!
05.Chye fighting another unstoppable fish. It was
lost after half an hour of fight including following
from the dory. 06.Jobfish can be caught off
the drop offs. 07.The author with the Red Lip
Emperor caught on a 6 inch soft plastic. This fish
is a ferocious attacker and strong fighter.
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As Asian, I was awed to see the best
part of the fish thrown overboard! The
next day, I couldn’t help but persuaded
the deckies to keep some of the bigger
and better fish heads. I can imagine
the taste of GBR curry fish head
even if I have to pay for some overweight
luggage.
Without much time to rest, it’s round
two on the dories to the reef for the
afternoon session. But to our surprise, we
did not realise the mother boat had moved
on to another reef during lunch and we
had the pleasure to fish at another pristine
and undisturbed reef! It’s raw and frantic
actions all over again.
Every now and then, we just looked
up and gawked around at the beauty of
the Great Barrier Reef, mesmerised by
the beauty and the clarity of the water,
the colourful magic of the shades of blue,
green sand and the dark deep. It’s a feeling
of a dream come true. With a temperature
of about 25 degrees Celsius, you don’t feel
sweaty and tired at all.
Bites were nonstop, and it’s incredible
that we had yet to get bites from juveniles
below legal size. It’s good to note that size
and bag limits apply here.
We have no problems catching many
good size coral trout, red lip emperors,
tusks fishes of different types, emperor
fishes, red bass, snappers and groupers.
Every now and then, apart from the snags,
we would encounter big but ‘time-wasting’
hook ups of unstoppable run that we had
either to palm to stop our spool to break
the line or spend precious time and energy
fighting the fish that eventually end in
bust-off of one kind or another.
Soon, it’s time to head back for the
mother boat for dinner, where warm
showers and sizzling steaks awaited!
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Night fishing. What can I say? I was
thinking of spending a couple of hours just
wetting the line while enjoying the night air
before hitting the sack, but instead I was
horrified to see two huge sharks swimming
just behind our mother boat! Meanwhile,
a monster size grouper even broader
than the sharks was dominating
the fight for scraps thrown down
from the boat. I quickly made up
my mind to leave them alone.
On my comfortable bed in the fully
air-conditioned room amid gentle moving
swell, I ended the first day with joy and
immense satisfaction, happy that I had
made all the right decisions to come
despite the cost, time and logistics.

Day 2

The second day started before sunrise
with everyone happily gathered at the
breakfast area amid the smell of hot coffee,
toasts, bacon, eggs and more. There were
fruit juice and cereals too! Everyone had
this happy boyish look, eagerly waiting
to hop onto the dories for another day of
guaranteed great fishing!
I was the second boat off this
morning, and decided to drop in a Rapala
CD18 redhead as we motored off the
mother boat.
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Within less than 5 minutes my reel
screamed aloud with the rod bent double.
The run was very strong despite having
tightened the drag almost to the max.
I could feel the weight and size at the
other end as it’s shooting off to my left to
deeper water. From past experiences, I
thought it’s a GT, but it tired out too soon
without making all the sudden turns and
runs as a huge GT would do. I pumped

08.Me with a Football Trout, a very nice
eating fish like coral trout.
09.Me with the huge Spanish Mackerel
caught using a Rapala CD18 Red
Head.
10.Me with the huge Spanish Mackerel
caught just few minutes from start of
first troll from the dory.
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hard and within few minutes, we could
see colours. It turned out to be a huge
Spanish mackerel. I guess fighting
against a tight drag must have taken its
toll. It was tamely gaffed and brought on
to the dory.
Immediately I started to troll again
and within minutes it’s fish on again.
This time I had some difficulties getting
the rod out of the rod holder, and when I
managed to get it off, the fish was gone.
I reeled in my lure to check and all of
a sudden I felt something very fast and
heavy struck my lure again with a hard
impact. I struck hard but lost it again. The
hits were really hot and spicy!
At the same time, it was fish on for
Adnan on his Saltiga multiplier. He fought
steadily only to lose his fish very near to
the boat, with the split ring giving way
and the treble hooks gone. I suppose he
had not researched enough to beef the
original lure up with heavier split rings
and trebles.
We trolled on again, and got more
hits. But somehow most of the fishes
were lost. Later after dinner, it crept
upon me that my wind-on fluoro leader
had broken during the first day of fishing
and I had forgotten to tie it back. I was
trolling with the 80lb braids tied straight
to a short wire trace onto the lure. This
must have caused greater impact upon
hook-up or during the fight, resulted in
the tearing of the mouth of the Spanish
mackerels. As for Adnan, it appeared to
me that he was more into bottom
fishing and his lure was not
strong enough for the huge
Spanish mackerels.
As my buddies were
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11.A huge mahi mahi caught trolling from MV Night crossing. The Australians love
mahi mahi steaks.
12.Charlie with a good size coral trout. Apart from the fillets, you can ask to
keep a couple of whole fish too.
13.Anand having a gala time with coral trout hooked within minutes of every drop.
14.Anand and Billie take turns to fight Chye's unstoppable whopper.
15.A big Red Emperor caught by Kevin while drift fishing off MV Night Crossing. It’s one of the best
eating fishes.
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anchored down. Here, we landed some
nice size coral trout, emperors, etc with
the occasional unstoppable runs from
maybe GTs, sharks or groupers.
Later that night, just after I had given
up after an hour of fishing around at the
back of the boat. I woke up to hear that
Charlie had landed a huge GT on his
usual bottom fishing set up with a small
slice of fish fillet as bait. Here at GBR,
I suppose you can really fish until you
drop!
16
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very anxious to bottom fish the drop offs
again, we soon aimed for the reefs and
anchored there. I decided to try some
soft plastic because I did not want to
mess with the under size fishes.
The very second or two upon my
first retrieve of the soft plastic, it was
hit hard. My rod took a huge bend and
stayed that way for a while. My drag was
pre-tightened not to let the fish get back
to the corals, so it was a standstill.
16.Spectacular blue yonder. Charlie
cannot resist filming the beauties of
The Swains Reef while 2 dories were
fishing not far away.
17.The most recommended and trusted
fastest working rig for Reef fishing!
The action is fast. Don't waste time on
fancy rigs!
18.The hands of our Octogenarian Nick, a
regular client of MV Night Crossing, an
expert hand liner!
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I managed to pump and start to
retrieve some line, but it managed to
regain the line despite a heavy drag
setting. Eventually it gave in and I
managed to bring the fish on board.
To my surprise it was a big fat red lip
emperor, showing beautiful orange red
and white glister in the sunlight. It’s not
trophy size, just about 4 kilos, but it felt
solid and fought very much stronger than
snappers, groupers, coral trout and even
trevally.
I continued with soft plastic while
my mates went on with their baits. They
hooked on to a couple more fishes below
legal size when I got smashed again.
The powerful tug at the other end of the
line told me that it was another red lip
emperor.
After another 5 minutes or so on
soft plastic without further hits, I decided
to join them bait fishing which invited
nonstop bites. Quite often, we would first
have to deal with the smaller fishes. But
soon some very nice size coral trout,
tusks and emperors would follow suit.

Day 3

It was decided that I would swap
dory to go with just Charlie, while his
partner Billie would take over my place. I
knew Charlie liked trolling and that’s why
it was arranged this way this morning.
After less than half an hour of
trolling, Charlie was hit, and soon a
big mac was on board. We trolled the
same spot again and again, and Charlie
landed two more of the same. Then it
was my turn to get hit, and this time it
was another huge mac for me, almost
the same size as the one yesterday, and
twice the size of those caught by Charlie.
This time the hook-up was firm and
inescapable because I had tied back a
wind-on fluoro top shot. There were no
more tear offs since then.
When the trolling bites slowed
down, we found a nice drop off and

Day 4

Again with Charlie, we started the
day trolling, but were unsuccessful.
Somehow early in the morning the
mother boat had moved on to another
reef, and the macs were not around or
not interested in our lures. Bottom fishing
was also slow. We went back for lunch
and found that it was just as slow for the
rest. The sudden drop in action took us
by surprise.
We headed out to the reefs again
after lunch and I decided to change
tactic. I told Charlie not to use the anchor,
but drift fish from the drop offs with the
aid of the depth finder. The tactic worked.
Once we dropped our lines starting
from a depth of 15 metres, we started
hooking up good size coral trout etc. As
we drifted further away from the reefs
we started to hook up even bigger fishes,
I even landed my first football trout. Every
10 minutes or so, we would also be hit by
some unknown line-strippers.
This morning, Charlie somehow
seemed to experience more bust offs,
while I encountered more than normal
mishits from big fishes. You could feel the
very sudden thud through the braid, you
struck and the rod bent heavily, and then
the fish was gone!
To make it merrier, we radioed to
our buddies to come over to our spot
for drift fishing. Soon 3 other dories
joined in. More species of coral fishes
of respectable sizes were landed, and
they too encountered some mighty bustoffs. Chye hooked on to a monster which
needed all 3 in the dory to take turns to
fight, including following the monster
on the dory. Unfortunately or maybe
fortunately, it busted the line and freed
us from the ‘torture’. We found out later
that we were drift fishing in more than 60
meters of water where the bigger fishes
were lurking.

Day 5

The skipper Cody suggested that
since many of the anglers were not
landing trophy size fishes; he would take
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19.Encounter of the close kind at night!
20.Huge GT caught at the back of MV Night Crossing by Charlie on a bottom bait rig.
The assistance of Billie and Chye was needed to land the fish. It was released
successfully.

us drift fishing off the mother boat in
deeper waters for this last day of fishing.
All the dories were stowed up on board.
We had breakfast while the mother
boat moved on. I as usual wasted no time
and drop a skirt down off the back of the
mother boat. Before long, my rod bent
and my Shimano Talica 16ii screamed
aloud. I shouted ‘fish on, fish on’ on the

top of my voice as I ran for my rod, as
the engine idled.
I grabbed my rod and quite a bit of
line was already out by then. Before long
and amid the shouts and horsing around
by the mates, a huge and long mahi
mahi was seen jumping out of the water.
The colourful critter was subsequently
landed to shouts all round just like those

5-Star Culinary Treat On Board!
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early years of my fishing. It had been so
long ago and now I felt like the clock had
wound back twenty years in time, and I
felt twenty years younger even till now!
What a priceless investment!
The mother boat soon stopped and
we were ordered to drop in our lines.
Within minutes, the deckies were seen
busy running around, netting up fishes
and rushing the fish to the back for
processing.
Billy landed the first red emperor of
the trip, Chye had a good size trevally and
others were into the usual coral trout,
tusks fish, job fish, spangled emperor,
etc. Again I did some experimenting and
dropped in a madai 120 gram with my
own addition of bigger hooks and some
fresh squid bait.
I put my rod into the rod holder and
went to get a drink when I heard my reel
screaming off and the rod bent over. It
took me a while to get the rod out of the
holder. I pumped hard and managed to
have a few cranks on my reel when all of
a sudden the line just went straight out at
super speed. I knew my drag was almost
fully locked but unfortunately it was
happening on my smallest Shimano 8000
spinning outfit.
Whatever at the other end of my line
just continued to shoot into the deep at
lightning speed, despite my full drag. Then
I felt and heard some grinding screeches
in my reel. Immediately I palmed my spool
and the line broke.
The actions all round were still in
full swing and I decided to switch over
to my bigger Daiwa Saltist 6500h. Within
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seconds it’s fish on again. I managed to
bring the fish closer in, but just as I saw
colour, I caught a glimpse of a very fast
moving dark shade engulfing my fish and it
was line tearing action all over again.
Even with my 6500h at almost full drag,
the line went shooting straight down at 45
degrees like it was on free spool. I looked
at my 300 yards of 80lb Tuff XP which by
now was down to one third. I decided not
to mess with this thing longer as I didn’t
want my reel to cry out with metal grinding
screeches again, and I also didn’t want to
be spooled and lost all my line and most
importantly I didn’t want to see my line
entangled with other anglers’ lines.
I palmed the spool and immediately
the line broke. Judging from the dark shade
that gulped my fish, it could not be a shark
as we had seen too many of them to easily
identify their light shade. It’s most likely a
huge GT, grouper or Spanish mackerel.

Immense Satisfaction

The skipper changed spots whenever
the action slowed down. After lunch he
took us to another spot for drift fishing. This
time round, Kevin hooked up a hard fighting
fish. It turned out to be a huge prized red
emperor. There were shouts and swears
all round and everyone wanted to be
photographed with it.
As the excitement calm down, the
skipper announced that it’s time to leave
the GBR, and bid good-bye to The World’s
Best Fishing Play Area, as headlined in a
local paper.
All of us were immensely satisfied, as
we had seen for ourselves the abundance

20

and varieties of fishes, the power and the
size of the creatures that call the GBR
home. It’s just whether we are skilful or
lucky enough to bring them up, amid the
heavenly beauty of the corals and its
magical shades of colours.
The creature comfort was
incomparable too; we were all pampered
by the star-studded food and the
accommodation offered at 250 kilometres
out into the totally remote open sea, and
now we were all ready for terra firma,
and anxious to bring home the beautiful
memory and the bounties of prized eating
fish for our families.

scratched the surface and even before
disembarking, we know we will be back
again.
There are so many “unfinished
businesses” in our minds, of how the big
one will not get away the next time, of
how I will always remember to have a
fluoro top shot on my mainline and how I
will conquer the Swains if I should ever
come back.
I am quite sure I will. RL

I Will Be Back

We all felt MV Night Crossing and
The Swains had been more than what
we had expected. We had only just

Interested readers can goggle MV Night Crossing and welcome to contact me at 012-268 8883 for more info regarding the experience.

1st Class Post-fishing Service
The ease to take home some of the best eating fishes in the freshest form from The Great Barrier Reefs has in many ways
won our family members’ approval for the next trip (smiles).
It’s particularly interesting to note that they even have pre-labelled plastic bags for quick-frozen fishes for the customers.
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